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Abstract
A direct universal extended H system receives as input the coding of an extended H system
with a particular control mechanism and simulates it. We present a direct construction for )ve
kinds of control for the extended H systems under consideration. It is the )rst time that a direct
construction is described: universal results obtained until now were based on the simulation of
universal type-0 grammars or Turing machine.
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1. Introduction
DNA-based computation, generally speaking, considers the transformation of bio-
logical molecules as computational steps. Many di6erent computability models have
been proposed under the inspiration of such biological processes. Splicing systems
(see [10,11]) are a generative mechanism based on the splicing operation as a model
of DNA recombination. If these systems have )nite sets of axioms and rules de)ning
splicing they can generate some regular languages (see details in [16]). Keeping both
sets )nite the generative power can only be increased by introducing control mecha-
nism. In this way splicing systems can generate recursive enumerable languages.
A computability model C is computationally complete if the devices in C have the
power of Turing machines (or of any other type of equivalent device), that is they
generate (or recognize) recursive enumerable languages.
There are several controlled systems based on splicing that are computationally com-
plete. For all those systems the demonstration is based on the simulation of type-0
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grammars or Turing machines (see [6,2] for permitting and forbidding context; [13]
for target languages, [15] for programmed and evolving extended H systems, [5] for
double splicing, [3,6] for multisets).
Another property that C may have is universality. This is related to the existence
of a )xed element in C which is able to simulate any other given device in C. Such
an element is called universal. The )rst description of a universal Turing machine was
given by Turing himself in [20]. Simpli)ed models of universal Turing machine can
be found in [18,19].
Any model C that is computationally complete has a universal device. In fact, this
is the device that is able to simulate a universal Turing machine, which in turn, under
the Turing–Church hypothesis, may simulate any device from C.
It is clear that, in the above sense, splicing systems are universal (explicit construc-
tions were made in [1,9,5,4]). However this fact is obtained with an indirect construc-
tion: the universal splicing system receives as input a coding of a Turing machine (for
instance) and if this machine is universal, also the splicing system will be universal.
In this way, if the input of the simulated universal Turing machine is the coding of a
splicing system, a system based on splicing simulating another one is obtained.
If a splicing system receives as input the coding of another extended H system and
simulates it we will have a direct construction.
So the di6erence between indirect and direct construction relies on the nature of
the input: if it is the coding of a splicing system a direct construction is obtained, an
indirect one if it is the coding of another kind of computability models.
The description of a ‘small’ direct universal extended H system was indicated as
research topic in [16]. In this paper, which is the extended version of [7], direct con-
structions of universal splicing systems with )ve di6erent control mechanism (double
splicing, permitting and forbidding context, local and global target) are presented. It is
also shown how their sizes are smaller than the ones of the indirect universal extended
H system.
2. An overview of splicing
We give de)nitions strictly related to our work; more general information may be
found in [16]. Consider an alphabet V and two symbols, # and $ not in V . A splicing
rule is a string of the form r=u1#u2$u3#u4, where u1; u2; u3; u4 ∈V ∗; u1u2 and u3u4
are called splicing sites of the splicing rule. For such a splicing rule r and strings
x; y; z; w∈V ∗ we write:
(x; y) r (z; w) i6 x = x1u1u2x2; y = y1u3u4y2;
z = x1u1u4y2; w = y1u3u2x2
for some x1; x2; y1; y2 ∈ V ∗;
indicating that x and y splice according to r giving z and w.
Based on this operation, the notion of an H scheme is de)ned as a pair 	=(V; R),
where V is an alphabet and R⊆V ∗#V ∗$V ∗#V ∗ is a set of splicing rules. For an H
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scheme and a language L⊆V ∗ we de)ne
	(L) = {z ∈ V ∗ | (x; y) r (z; w) or (x; y) r (w; z)
for some x; y ∈ L; r ∈ R; w ∈ V ∗};
	0(L) = L;






If we consider two families of languages FL1 and FL2, we de)ne the family of
splicing languages with FL1 axioms and FL2 rules, as
H (FL1; FL2) = {	∗(L) |L ∈ FL1 and 	 = (V; R); R ∈ FL2}:
For a generic set A, |A| indicates the cardinality of A, that is the number of elements
in A. In particular, we use FL1 = [k] to indicate the family of sets of cardinality k.
Clearly [k]⊆FIN .
We denote by FIN; REG the families of )nite and of regular languages respectively.
We have (see details in [16])
FIN ⊂ H (FIN; FIN ) ⊂ REG:
An extended H system is a construct =(V; T; A; R), where 	=(V; R) is an H scheme
and T is an alphabet so that T ⊆V (T is called terminal alphabet), A is a language over
V (A is called the set of axioms). The language generated by  is L()= 	∗(A)∩T ∗.
If both sets A and R are )nite, then L() is regular, moreover every regular language
can be obtained in that way.
If we want an extended H system having A and R )nite generating more than regular
languages, then a control mechanism has to be added to the splicing operation. There
are many classes of controlled systems and most of them characterize the family of
recursively enumerable languages (see [6,16]).
We choose to present our result using several regulated rewriting-like control mech-
anism: double splicing, permitting and forbidding context, global and local target, all
de)ned in the following.
Extended H systems with double splicing: Extended H systems with double splicing
were introduced in [14] and de)ned as extended H system where the two strings
obtained from a splicing are immediately used in another one.
Formally, if we consider an extended H system =(V; T; A; R) where x; y; z; w ∈ V ∗
and r1; r2 ∈R we write:
(x; y) r1 ;r2 (w; z) i6 ∃u; v ∈ V ∗ | (x; y) r1 (u; v) and (u; v) r2 (w; z):
For a language L⊆V ∗ we de)ne
	d(L) = {z ∈ V ∗ | (x; y) r1 ;r2 (z; w) or (x; y) r1 ;r2 (w; z)
for x; y ∈ L; r1; r2 ∈ R; w ∈ V ∗}:
The de)nition of 	∗d is similar to the one of 	
∗ given in (1). We associate to  the
language Ld()= 	∗d (A)∩T ∗.
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Given two families of languages FL1 and FL2 we denote with EH (FL1; dFL2) the
family of languages generated as above by extended H systems with double splicing
=(V; T; A; R) so that A ∈ FL1 and R ∈ FL2.
Extended H systems with permitting context: Extended H systems with permitting
context were introduced in [6] and de)ned as a quadruple =(V; T; A; R), where R is
a )nite set of triples q=(r;C1; C2), with r= u1#u2$u3#u4 being a splicing rule over V
and C1, C2 being )nite subsets of V ∗. For x; y; z; w∈V ∗ and q∈R, q=(r;C1; C2), we
de)ne (x; y) q (z; w) i6 (x; y) r (z; w), every element of C1 appears as a substring in
x, and every element of C2 appears as a substring in y. When C1 = ∅, or C2 = ∅, then
no condition on x, respectively y, is imposed.
The de)nition of 	∗p is similar to the one of 	
∗ given in (1). We associate to  the
language Lp()= 	∗p(A)∩T ∗.
Given two families of languages FL1 and FL2 we denote with EH (FL1; pFL2) the
family of languages generated as above by extended H systems with permitting context
=(V; T; A; R) so that A∈FL1 and R∈FL2.
Extended H systems with forbidding context: Extended H systems with forbidding
context were introduced in [6] and de)ned as a quadruple =(V; T; A; R), where R is
a )nite set of triples q=(r;D1; D2), with r= u1#u2$u3#u4 being a splicing rule over
V and D1, D2 being )nite subsets of V ∗. For x; y; z; w∈V ∗ and q∈R, q=(r;D1; D2),
we de)ne (x; y) q (z; w) i6 (x; y) r (z; w), no element of D1 appears as a substring
in x and no element of D2 appears as a substring in y. When D1 = ∅, or D2 = ∅, then
no condition on x, respectively y, is imposed.
The de)nition of 	∗f is similar to the one of 	
∗ given in (1). We associate to  the
language Lf()= 	∗f(A)∩T ∗.
Given two families of languages FL1 and FL2 we denote with EH (FL1; fFL2) the
family of languages generated as above by extended H systems with forbidding context
=(V; T; A; R) so that A∈FL1 and R∈FL2.
Extended H systems with local and global target: Extended H systems with these
two control mechanisms were introduced in [17]. Extended H systems with local target
are de)ned as a quadruple =(V; T; A; R), where R is a )nite set of pairs q=(r;Qq),
with r= u1#u2$u3#u4 being a splicing rule over V and Qq being a regular language over
V . For x; y; z; w∈V ∗ and q∈R, q=(r;Qq), we de)ne (x; y) q (z; w) i6 (x; y) r (z; w)
and z; w∈Qq.
If, for such an extended H system  with local target, Qq1 =Qq2 for all q1 = (r1;Qq1 );
q2 = (r2;Qq2 )∈R, then  is an extended H system with global target where Q indicates
the common target language.
The de)nition of 	∗lt is similar to the one of 	
∗ given in (1). We associate to  the
language Llt()= 	∗lt(A)∩T ∗ if  is an extended H system with local target. Extended
H systems with global target can be seen as a normal form of the ones with local
target; in the sequel gt will refer to global target as control mechanism.
Given two families of languages FL1 and FL2 we denote with EH (FL1; ltFL2) (and
EH (FL1; gtFL2)) the family of languages generated as above by extended H systems
with local (and global target, respectively) =(V; T; A; R) so that A∈FL1 and R∈FL2.
It has been proved that EH (FIN;!FIN )=RE for all the variants just introduced,
where !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} (see details in [16]).
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In the following section, we will present coding and decoding functions related to the
creation of a universal system. With EHS!, where != {d; p; f; gt; lt}, we will refer
to extended H systems with double splicing, permitting context, forbidding context,
global target, and local target, respectively.
3. Inside the algorithm
In order to de)ne a universal EHS! we need to consider the coding of an arbitrary
EHS! as input for the universal system. As the universal EHS! has a )xed, )nite,
alphabet, our coding scheme must allow the encoding of arbitrary alphabets. Addition-
ally, the coding transforms both axioms and rules of a system into additional axioms
for the universal system and it should not solve computational problems beforehand.
We will encode any arbitrary alphabet into the alphabet W = {0; 1; 2}, as follows.
If we assume that the input system has V = {v1; v2; : : : ; vn}, T = {v1; v2; : : : ; vm} with
m6n, then the input coding f : V ∗ → W ∗ is the morphism de)ned as
f(v) =
{
20j if v = vj ∈ V; j 6 m;
10j if v = vj ∈ V; m+ 16 j 6 n:
The system u is called universal if it generates the language of , when axioms and
rules of  are added to u (under a suitable coding). We formalize this as follows.
Let u=(Vu; Tu; Au; Ru) and =(V; T; A; R) be EHS!’s. Moreover assume we are
given the functions:
CA : V ∗ → V ∗u ;
CR : V ∗#V ∗$V ∗#V ∗ → V ∗u ;
D : T ∗u → T ∗;
where CA transforms axiom in A into axioms in Au, CR transforms rules of R into
axioms in Au, and D transforms )nal strings of the universal system into )nal strings
of the simulated one. Now, u is universal i6, for each EHS! , D(L(u()))=L()
where u()= (Vu; Tu; Au ∪CA(A)∪CR(R); Ru).
Functions CA; CR and D: In this section, we specify the coding and decoding func-
tions that we use. Let us consider V an alphabet so that V =E ∪B, E ∩B= ∅; B=
{hi; ti | i∈ I} where I is a set of indexes. A string q∈V ∗ is a basic string if q= hletd
where e∈E∗; hl; td ∈B. Moreover q is said to be in state l; d if l =d, in state l other-
wise; e is called the information of q.
To rotate a basic string will mean to move symbols between h and t (with whatever
subscript) from left to right or from right to left. With rotation we will also mean the
circular permutation of substrings present in the information of a basic string. In this
context special symbols are important to keep track of the beginning of the rotated
substring. For instance the clockwise rotation of one symbol of the string hbv1v2v3t
will lead to the string hv3bv1v2t. Note how, even when rotated, the “substring” (i.e.
the circular permutation of the information of the string read starting from b) v1v2v3
is unchanged. In general we will say that using axioms, a splicing system can rotate
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a string if it can create basic strings having the same state but the information rotated
(clockwise or anti-clockwise) with respect to other basic strings present in the system.
With input-axioms we refer to the elements of CA(A) and to their information; with
input-rules we refer to the elements of CR(R) and to their information. The contexts
will help the reader to understand in which meaning we use input-axioms and input-
rules.
Input-axioms are CA(x)= h1b f(x) s1t1, for all x∈A.
An input-axiom is always in state 1 and the information it contains has the form:
b〈code〉s1, where 〈code〉 represents one axiom of the system to simulate. The b indicates
where the information of the axiom begins, this is important as input-axioms are
rotated; s1 is used as separator necessary as input-axioms are joined to other strings.
Let us de)ne the set MW = { Ma | a∈W} and the morphism bar : (W ∪{#; $})∗ →
( MW ∪{ M#; M$})∗ by bar (a)= Ma.
Moreover let the function mirror image be mi : (W ∪{#})∗ → (W ∪{#})∗ so that
if a= a1 : : : ap is in (W ∪{#})∗, then mi(a)= ap : : : a1.
Let x= u1#u2$u3#u4 be a splicing rule present in the input system, then a string
coded as follows will be added as an axiom to the universal system:
CR(x) = h2s1 bar(mi(f(u1)#f(u2))$ mi(f(u3)#f(u4)))t2:
Observe that input-axioms and input-rules are written in opposite way. If we consider
the string v1v1v2v3v4 and the splicing rule v1#v2v3$v2#v3v1 with v1; v2; v3; v4 ∈V\T , their
codings, according to the above, is
h1b1010100100010000t1 and h2 M0 M0 M0 M1 M0 M0 M1 M# M0 M1 M$ M0 M1 M0 M0 M0 M1 M# M0 M0 M1t2:
Let us consider the splicing site M0 M0 M0 M1 M0 M0 M1 M0 M1 present on the left of M$ in the input-
rule. We may see that it is the mirror image with barred characters of the substring
101001000 present in the input-axiom. This is important for the operation of matching
between a input-rule and a input-axiom performed by the universal system.
The decoding function D is de)ned as
D(h1vbws1t1) = f−1(wv);
where f is the morphism for the encoding of the alphabets used above.
As the language generated by the universal system consists of strings in state 1, with
a marker b indicating the start of the rotated string, the decoding is easily understood.
4. Basic operations
In this section we will describe some operations that can be performed by the
extended H systems with the control mechanisms introduced in Section 2. These
operations will be used in the next section as components of the direct universal
extended H system we build.
The use of rotation in the contest of H systems was introduced in [12] and since then
it has become a classical method for manipulating strings. Here its use is formalized.
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For a better understanding of the following proofs splicing rules have been numbered
and a bar ( | ) indicates where the splicing occurs.
Lemma 1. There is a system ∈EH (FIN; dFIN ) which can rotate a basic string.
Proof. We show how it is possible to rotate a basic string moving symbols from left
to right, the opposite rotation is done in a similar way. Let us consider =(V; T; A; R) an
extended H system with double splicing. The set V=E∪B; E ∩B= ∅ where B= {h1; t1}.
The terminal set is not important for the proof, so we simply say that T⊆V ; A={h1v/t1;
h1t1} and R= {1)h1#t1$h1v#; 2)#t1$h1#vt1} where v∈E and /∈E∗.
We want to prove that such a system can generate the string h1/vt1, which corre-
sponds to h1v/t1 where the v on the left hand has been moved to the right. This is
performed by the double splicing:
h1v | /t1 h1/ | t1 h1/vt1
1 2
h1 | t1 h1 | vt1 h1t1
where both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
The number of splicing rules needed to perform a rotation is 2n where n= |E|.
Observation 1. In the previous proof the splicing rules of group 2 can be only used
after the rules of group 1 have been applied. This is because rules in group 2 com-
pletely contains a string (h1vt1, assuming / = 0, where 0 represents the empty string)
that is not present as an axiom in the system and can only be generated by the appli-
cation of a splicing rule in group 1. This last rule splices an axiom (h1t1, completely
de3ned in one of the splicing sites) and a string having a particular pair head-symbol.
All proofs for extended H system with double splicing given in this paper are based
on this principle. It is essential for the main result of this paper (presented in Section
6) where all basic operations presented in this section are used in a modular way.
In the rest of this section we will see that the two strings obtained by the application
of a rule in group 2 can be both basic strings which can be involved in other splicing
operations, or one is a basic string that can be involved in other splicing operation
and the other one is a string similar to an axiom (as in the previous proof), and
in this case can be involved in other splicing operations, or not, and in this case it
will not used. As the axiom present in the rules of group 1 is unique for each basic
operation, the system can perform these operations in a consistent way, that is using
splicing rules of groups 1 and 2 related to the same basic operation.
Lemma 2. There is a system ∈EH (FIN; pFIN ) which can rotate a basic string.
Proof. We show how it is possible to rotate a basic string moving symbols from left
to right, the opposite rotation is done in a similar way. Let us consider =(V; T; A; R)
an extended H system with permitting context. The set V =E ∪B; E ∩B= ∅ where
B= {h0; h1; t0; t1}∪ {hv | v∈E}. The terminal set is not important for the proof, so we
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simply say that T⊆V ; A={h1v/t1; hvt0; h0vtv; h1t0; h0t1} and R={1)(hv#t0$h1v#; ∅; {t1}),
2) (#t1$h0#vtv; {hv}; ∅), 3) (h1#t0$hv#; {tv}; ∅), 4) (#tv$h0#t1; {h1}; ∅)} where v∈E and
/∈E∗.
We want to prove that such a system can generate the string h1/vt1, which corre-
sponds to h1v/t1 where the v on the left hand has been moved to the right. This is
performed by
h1v | /t1 hv/ | t1 hv | /vtv h1/v | tv h1/vt1
hv | t0 1 h1vt0 2 h0t1 3 hvt0 4 h0tv
h0 | vtv h1 | t0 h0 | t1
where only the strings involved in and obtained by a splicing operation have been
presented.
The number of splicing rules needed to perform a rotation is 4n where n= |E|.
Observation 2. As for Lemma 1, also the way to rotate a string described in the
previous lemma can be used in a modular way. All splicing rules present in the
construction of Lemma 2 contain an axiom (completely de3ned in a splicing site)
and a substring present in a basic string. This substring, together with the permitting
context, leads to the rotation of one symbol. The output strings obtained by the
application of the splicing rules can be both basic strings which can be involved in
other splicing operations, or one is a basic string that can be involved in other splicing
operations and the other one is a string similar to an axiom, and in this case can
be involved in other splicing operations, or not, and in this case it will not used.
Considering moreover that the axiom present in the rules of group 1 is unique for
each basic operation, the system will perform these operations in a consistent way,
that is using the splicing rules of the groups of one basic operation.
These facts also hold for the next three lemmas where the forbidding context,
global and local context, respectively, lead to the rotation of one symbol.
Lemma 3. There is a system ∈EH (FIN; fFIN ) which can rotate a basic string.
Proof. We show how it is possible to rotate a basic string moving symbols from left
to right, the opposite rotation is done in a similar way. Let us consider =(V; T; A; R)
an extended H system with forbidding context, where V; T and A are the ones de)ned
in Lemma 2, while R= {1)(hv#t0$h1v#; ∅;{t0; tv}), 2) (#t1$h0#vtv; {h0; h1}∪ {h1 | 1∈E;
1 = v}; ∅), 3) (h1#t0$hv#; ∅; {t0; t1}), 4) (#tv$h0#t1; {h0}∪ {h1 | 1∈E}); ∅} where v∈E.
The way to evolve of the system  is similar to the one indicated for Lemma 2.
The number of splicing rules needed to perform a rotation is 4n where n= |E|.
Lemma 4. There is a system ∈EH (FIN; gtFIN ) which can rotate a basic string.
Proof. We show how it is possible to rotate a basic string moving symbols from left
to right, the opposite rotation is done in a similar way. Let us consider =(V; T; A; R)
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an extended H system with global target, where V; T and A are the sets de)ned in
Lemma 2, while R= {1)(hv#t0$h1v#), 2) (#t1$h0#vtv), 3) (h1#t0$hv#), 4) (#tv$h0#t1)}
where the set de)ning the common target languages of the rules in R
is Q= hvE∗t1 ∪ hvE∗tv ∪ h1E∗tv ∪ h1E∗t1 ∪{h0t1; hvt0; h0tv; h1vt0}, v∈E.
The way to evolve of the system  is similar to the one indicated for Lemma 2.
The number of splicing rules needed to perform a rotation is 4n where n= |E|.
Lemma 5. There is a system ∈EH (FIN; ltFIN ) which can rotate a basic string.
Where the proof is identical to the one of Lemma 4 if we consider R={1)(hv#t0$h1v#;
hvE∗t1 ∪{h1vt0}), 2) (#t1$h0#vtv; hvE∗tv ∪{h0t1}), 3) (h1#t0$hv#; h1E∗tv ∪{hvt0}), 4)
(#tv$h0#t1; h1E∗t1 ∪{h0tv})} while the other elements remain unchanged. Also in this
case 4n splicing rules are needed to perform a rotation, where n= |E|.
Even if the rotation of a basic string can be performed as just described, sometime
in the universal system it will be needed to check the two symbols present close to
the head or the tail. Even if this result is a generalization of the ones presented above,
we describe it in order to discuss the complexity (number of splicing rules) of this
operation.
Corollary 1. For each !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} there is a system ∈EH (FIN;!FIN ) which
can rotate a basic string checking the two symbols close to the head or to the tail.
Proof. We show how it is possible to perform this operation checking the two symbols
close to the head, the other case is done in a similar way. When !=d this result can
be obtained by a system =(V; T; A; R) where V =E ∪B; E ∩B= ∅; B= {h1; t1}. The
terminal set is not important for the proof, so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A= {h1vw2t1;
h1t1}; R= {1)h1#t1$h1v#w, 2) #t1$h1#vt1} where 2∈E∗; v; w∈E. The rotation is per-
formed in the following way:
h1v |w2t1 h2w2 | t1 h2w2vt2
1 2
h1 | t1 h1 | vt1 h1t1
where both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
When !∈{p;f; gt; lt} this operation can be performed in a way similar to the
one described in Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, if the string h1vw2t1 is intro-
duced in the axioms and the splicing rules of group 1 are changed into hv#t0$h1v#w,
2∈E∗; v; w∈E with no modi)cation of the permitting and forbidding conditions and
global and local targets. Also the rules of groups 2, 3 and 4 and the other sets remain
unchanged.
If, in the previous proof, i and y are the cardinalities of the sets in which v and w
respectively range, the number of splicing rules needed to rotate a basic string when
!=d is iy+ i. Similarly when != {p;f; gt; lt} then number of splicing rules needed
is iy + 3i.
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From the previous proofs it is possible to derive some results that will be used later.
We will say that a splicing system can change state to a basic string if it can create
basic strings having di6erent state but information equal to other basic strings present
in the system.
Corollary 2. For each !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} there is a system =EH (FIN;!FIN ) which
can change state to a basic string if the information of the basic string starts or ends
with a speci3c symbol.
Proof. We show how it is possible to perform this operation when the information
of a basic string starts with a speci)c symbol, the other case is done in a simi-
lar way. When !=d this result can be obtained by a system =(V; T; A; R) where
V =E ∪B; E ∩B= ∅; B= {h1; h2; t1; t2}. The terminal set is not important for the proof,
so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A= {h1v/t1; h2t2}; R= {1)h2#t2$h1#v, 2) #t1$h1#t2}
where /∈E∗, v∈E. We want to prove that such a system can generate the string
h2v/t2 which corresponds to h1v/t1 with state 2. This is performed by the double
splicing:
h1 | v/t1 h2v/ | t1 h2v/t2
1 2
h2 | t2 h1 | t2 h1t1
where both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
When !=p this result can be obtained by a system =(V; T; A; R) so that V =E ∪B;
E ∩B= ∅; where B= {h1; h2; t1; t2}. The terminal set is not important for the proof,
so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A= {h1v/t1; h2t2} and R= {1)(h2#t2$h1#v; ∅; {t1}), 2)
(#t1$h1#t2; {h2}; ∅)} where /∈E∗; v∈E. We want to prove that such a system can
generate the string h2v/t2 which corresponds to h1v/t1 with state 2. This is performed
by
h1 | v/t1 h2v/ | t1 h2v/t2
1 2
h2 | t2 h1 | t2 h1t1
In a similar way the state change can be performed by systems ∈EH (FIN;!FIN ) with
!∈{f; gt; lt}. The sets V; T and A are the ones de)nes for the previous system but, if
!=f; R= {1)(h2#t2$h1#v; ∅; {t2}), 2) (#t1$h1#t2; {h1}; ∅)}, and if != gt R= {1)h2#t2
$h1#v, 2) #t1$h1#t2} where the set de)ning the common target languages of the rules
in R includes Q= h2E∗t1 ∪ h2E∗t2 ∪{h1t2; h1t1}. If != lt this result can be obtained
considering R= {1)(h2#t2$h1#v; h2E∗t1 ∪{h1t2}), 2) (#t1$h1#t2; h2E∗t2 ∪{h1t1})} and
leaving the other sets unchanged.
For all values of ! in the previous proof the number of splicing rules needed to
change state is n + 1 where n is the cardinality of the set in which v can range. The
upper bound of n is |E|.
We will say that a splicing system can substitute symbols present close to the two
ends of the information of a basic string and change the state of it if it can create
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basic strings with di6erent symbols, close to the the two ends of the information, and
di6erent state of other basic strings present in the system.
Corollary 3. For each !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} there is a system =EH (FIN;!FIN ) able
to substitute symbols present close to the two ends of the information of a basic
string and change the state of it.
Proof. When !=d this result can be obtained by a system =(V; T; A; R) where
V =E ∪B; E ∩B= ∅; B= {h1; h2; t1; t2}. The terminal set is not important for the proof,
so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A= {h13/t1; h2vt2}, R= {1)h2#vt2$h13#, 2) h13#vt2$#t1}
where 3; /∈E∗; v∈E. We want to prove that such a system can generate the string
h2/vt2, which corresponds to h13/t1 where 3 has been removed from the left side and
v has been pasted to the right side (the other case in done in a similar way). This is
performed in the following way:
h13 | /t1 h2/ | t1 h2/vt2
1 2
h2 | vt2 h13 | vt2 h13t1
where both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
When !∈{p;f; gt; lt} this operation can be performed in a way and with sys-
tems similar to the one just described but, when !=p R= {1)(h2#vt2$h13#; ∅; {t1}),
2) (h13#vt2$#t1; ∅; {h2})}; when !=f R= {1)(h2#vt2$h13#; ∅; {t1 | 1∈E; 1 =1}), 2)
(h13#vt2$#t1; ∅; {h1 | 1∈E; 1 = 2})}; when != gt R= {1)h2#vt2$h13#; 2)h13#vt2$#t1}
and the set de)ning the common target languages of the rules in R will contain
Q= h2E∗t1 ∪ h2E∗t2 ∪ h1E∗t2 ∪ h1E∗t1; when != lt this result can be obtained con-
sidering R= {1)(h2#vt2$h13#; h2E∗t1 ∪ h1E∗t2), 2) (h13#vt2$#t1; h2E∗t2 ∪ h1E∗t1)} and
leaving the other sets unchanged.
In all cases two splicing rules are needed to perform such operation.
It is important to notice that in the previous proof if v= 0 the just described systems
remove symbols from a basic string changing its state.
We will say that a splicing system is able to change state and paste a symbol to
the information of a basic string if it can create basic strings having a di6erent state
and the information with one more symbol of other basic strings present in the system.
Corollary 4. For each !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} there is a systems =EH (FIN;!FIN ) able
to change state and paste a symbol to the information of a basic string.
Proof. We will show how it is possible to paste a symbol on the right side of
the information of a basic string, the paste operation on the left side is done in a
similar way. For !∈{p;f; gt; lt} this result can be deduct by Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively, as the group of rules 2 and 3 perform this operation.
When !=d this result can be obtained by a system =(V; T; A; R) where V =E ∪B;
E ∩B= ∅; T ⊆V and A= {h1/t1; h2vt2}; R= {1)h2#vt2$h1#; 2)#t1$h1#vt2} where /∈E∗
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and v∈E. This is performed by the double splicing:
h1 | /t1 h2/ | t1 h2/vt2
1 2
h2 | vt2 h1 | vt2 h1t1
where both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
In all cases two splicing rules are needed to perform such operation.
We will say that a splicing system is able to move substrings between logical parts
of the information of a basic string if it can create basic strings having the same state
but di6erent information (moved with respect to logical parts) of other basic strings
present in the system.
Lemma 6. For each !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} there is a systems =EH (FIN;!FIN ) able
to move substrings between logical parts of the information of a basic string.
Proof. To prove this lemma the results presented until now are used. Let us con-
sider to have a basic string in state 1 with its information divided in two logical
parts, / and 1, by symbols s1 and s2. The proof can be easily generalized to ba-
sic strings with more parts. Assume to have a string of the form h1s1/s21t1 where
/; 1∈E∗; s1; s2 ∈E; h0; t0 =∈E. Moreover, let 1= pq1 : : : qr where ∈E∗; p; q1; : : : ; qr∈E;
r¿1 so that it is possible to write h1s1/s2pq1 : : : qrt1 (we could also consider |1|=2
and the proof would anyhow work, but considering that 1 contains at least two symbols
gives us the possibility to describe a more general case). So the system has to move
q1 : : : qr on the right of s2 so to get h1s1/s2q1 : : : qrpt1.
Step 1: The state is changed to 2, thus the string h2s1/s2pq1 : : : qrt2 is obtained.
Step 2: The leftmost symbol (qr) is removed and the state is changed to 3qr . The
string h3qr s1/s2pq1 : : : qr−1t3qr is obtained.
Step 3: A basic string in state 32; 2∈E, is rotated from right to left until s2t32 is
present. The string h3qr pq1 : : : qr−1s1/s2t3qr is obtained.
Step 4: A qr is pasted on the right of the information of the basic string and the
state is changed into 4. The string h4pq1 : : : qr−1s1/s2qrt4 is obtained.
Step 5: In state 4 a basic string is rotated from left to right until h4s1 is present.
When this happens the state is changed into 5. The string h5s1/s2qrp q1 : : : qr−1t5 is
obtained.
Step 6: The symbol p represents the end of the substring to rotate. So if qjt5,
16j6r − 1, is present in a string its state changes into 1 so that the process can be
repeated from Step 1. If instead pt5 is present the state of the string in changed into
1 so to get h1s1/s2q1 : : : qrpt1.
For !=d two splicing rules are needed for Step 1 and Step 4, 2n for Step 2 and
Step 3, 2n+2 for Step 5 and four for Step 6. This brings to a total of 6n+4 splicing
rules, where n= |E|. When != {p;f; gt; lt} a similar sum brings to a total of 12n+10
splicing rules.
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We will say that a splicing system can rotate substrings of the information of a
basic string if it can create basic strings having the same state but with substrings of
the information rotated in respect to other basic strings present in the system.
Corollary 5. For each !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt} there is a systems =EH (FIN;!FIN ) which
can rotate substrings of the information of a basic string.
This corollary follows directly from Lemma 6 as rotating substrings present in the
information of a basic string means to move substrings in the information of a basic
string.
We need to present one more partial result to have all elements needed for the main
theorem present in Section 6.
To join two basic strings means to create a basic string joining the information of
two ones. For instance from two strings h1/t1 and h21t2 it is possible to obtain h3/1t3,
or h31/t3.
To split a basic string 	 means to create two basic strings whose joining would create
a string with the same information of 	. In the next two lemmas the split operation will
be performed starting from strings of the type: h1/c1dt1 with c; d =∈ alph(/)∪ alph(1)
(alph(x)= {a | a∈V and there are x1; x2 ∈V ∗ so that x= x1ax2} for each x∈V ∗). The
split of such strings can bring to h2/ct2 and h21dt2.
Lemma 7. There are systems ∈EH (FIN; dFIN ) able to join and split a basic string.
Proof. The join operation is performed as follows. Let us imagine to have a system
∈EH (FIN; dFIN ); =(V; T; A; R) so that V =E ∪B, E ∩B= ∅; where B={hi; ti | i=
1; 2; 3}. The terminal set is not important for the proof, so we simply say that T ⊆V ;
A= {h1/t1; h21t2; h3t3} and R= {1)v#t1$h2#w, 2) t2#$h2#t1, 3) z#t2t1$h3#t3, 4) h3#t2t1
$h1#} where /; 1∈E∗; /= 2v; 1=w6= 7z with 2; 6; 7∈E∗; v; w; z ∈E.
We want to prove that such a system can generate the string h3/1t3, which corre-
sponds to a join of h1/t1 and h21t2 (the string h31/t3 can be obtained in a similar
way). This is performed by the two steps of double splicing:
h12v | t1 h1/1t2 | h1/7z | t2t1 h1 | /1t3 h3/1t3
1 2 3 4
h2 |w6t2 h2 | t1 h3 | t3 h3 | t2t1 h1t2t1
where only the strings involved in and obtained by a double splicing have been indi-
cated. Moreover both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
The split operation is performed as follows. Let us imagine to have a system
∈EH (FIN; dFIN ); =(V; T; A; R) so that V =E∪B, E ∩B= ∅; where B={h1; h2; t1; t2}.
The terminal set is not important for the proof, so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A=
{h1c/d1t1; h2zt2}, where /; 1∈E∗; 1=w6; w; z ∈E; 6∈E∗; c; d; z =∈ alph(/)∪ alph(1),
and R= {1)d#t1$h2z#t2, 2) c#w$h2#zt1, 3) c#zt1$h2z#t2, 4) h2#zzt1$h1#}.
We want to prove that such a system can generate the strings h2/vt2 and h21wt2,
corresponding to the split of h1/v1wt1. This is performed by the two steps of
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double splicing:
h1/c1d | t1 h1/c |w6dt2 h1/c | zt1 h1 | /ct2 h2/ct2
h2z | t2 1 h2 | zt1 2 h21dt2 3 h2 | zzt1 4 h1zzt1
h2z | t2 h21dt2 h21dt2
where only the strings involved in and obtained by a double splicing have been indicated.
Moreover, both operations present in a double splicing have been presented.
If i; y and j are the cardinalities of the sets in which v; w and z, respectively, range,
the number of splicing rules needed to join two basic strings is iy+ j+2. If i; y; j and
k are the cardinalities of the sets in which d; z; c and w respectively range, the number
of splicing rules needed to split a string is iy + jky + jy + y.
Lemma 8. For each !∈{p;f; gt; lt} there is a systems ∈EH (FIN;!FIN ) able to
join and split a basic string.
Proof. The join operation is performed as follows. Let us imagine to have a system ∈
EH (FIN; pFIN ); =(V; T; A; R) so that V =E ∪B, E ∩B= ∅; where B= {h1; h2; t1; t2}.
The terminal set is not important for the proof, so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A= {h1/t1;
h21t2} where /= 6v; 1=w7; 6; 7∈E∗; v; w∈E and R= {1)v#t1$h2#w; {h1}; {t2}}.
We want to prove that such a system can generate the string h3/1t3, which corre-
sponds to a join of h1/t1 and h21t2 (the string h31/t3 can be obtained in a similar
way). This is performed by
h16v | t1 h1/1t2
1
h2 |w7t2 h2t1
eventually the state of the basic string h1/1t2 can be changed.
In a similar way the join can be performed by system ∈EH (FIN;!FIN ) with
!∈{f; gt; lt}. The sets V; T and A are the ones de)ned for the previous system but,
if !=f then R= {1)v#t1$h2#w; {hp | hp ∈B\{h1}}, {tq | tq ∈B\{t2}}}, and if != gt
R= {1)v#t1$h2#w} where the set de)ning the common target languages of the rules
in R includes Q= h1E∗t2 ∪{h2t1}. If != lt this result can be obtained considering
R= {1)(v#t1$h2#w; h1E∗t2 ∪{h2t1})} and leaving the other sets unchanged.
The split operation is performed as follows. Let us imagine to have a system
∈EH (FIN; pFIN ); =(V; T; A; R) so that V =E ∪B, E ∩B= ∅; where B= {h1; h2; t1;
t2}. The terminal set is not important for the proof, so we simply say that T ⊆V ; A=
{h1/c1dt1; h2t2}, and R= {1)c#$h2#t2; {h1; t1}; ∅}; c; d =∈ alph(/)∪ alph(1).
We want to prove that such a system can generate the strings h2/vt2 and h21wt2,
corresponding to the split of h1/v1wt1. This is performed by
h1/c | 1dt1 h1/ct1
1
h2 | t2 h21dt1
eventually the state of the basic strings h1/ct1 and h21dt1 can be changed.
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In a similar way the split can be performed by system ∈EH (FIN;!FIN ) with
!∈{f; gt; lt}. The sets V; T and A are the ones de)ned for the previous system but,
if x=f R= {1)c#$h2#t2; {hp; tp | hp; tp ∈B\{h1; t1}}; ∅} and if x= gt R= {1)c#$h2#t2}
where the set de)ning the common target languages of the rules in R includes
Q= h1E∗t2 ∪ h2E∗t1. If x= lt this result can be obtained considering R= {1)(c#$h2#t2;
h1E∗ t2 ∪ h2E∗t1)} and leaving the other sets unchanged.
In all cases de)ned in Lemma 8 n2 splicing rules are needed to perform a join
operation if v and w can be any symbol in E (n= |E|), only one splicing rule is
needed if v and w are )xed; to perform a split only one splicing rule is needed.
5. Overview of the construction
A direct universal extended H system has its own splicing rules and axioms and
additionally receives as input other axioms de)ning the system to simulate. These
input axioms de)ne both the splicing rules and the axioms of the simulated system.
Applying its own splicing rules to its axioms and to the ones received as input the
universal system simulates the input system. The language obtained by the universal
system can be a code of the one of the simulated one.
All the work of a universal system will be at the ends of basic strings. In this section,
we give an overview of the simulation algorithm indicating the di6erent states of the
strings during this process. This is a high-level description that can be implemented
using the basic steps presented in the previous section.
When we began to think which system to use to implement the idea of simulation
of splicing we had, we analyzed computationally complete extended H systems. All of
them share the operation of splicing but some add to this operation another one that
is the control mechanism itself. For instance, in an extended H system with permitted
context the presence of the permitted string(s) related to each rule has to be checked.
Extended H systems with double splicing have the advantage that the control is
obtained without introducing auxiliary operations—one merely has to keep track of the
two steps cycle during computation.
For this simplicity we have chosen double splicing as control mechanism. Fig. 1
indicates the steps that are performed by a universal EHS! (where !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt})
in order to simulated a double splicing.
Input-axioms: Axioms of the simulated system will be coded in the universal system
by strings of the type:
h1 b : : : : : : s1t1
Dots present in the box indicate the code of the axiom of the simulated systems. The
other symbols are used by the universal system for internal purposes. The symbol b
indicates the begin of the code of an axiom; s’s (with any subscript) are used as
separators of logical parts of a string.
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First splicing Second splicing
1.0 Creation of pairs of axioms
1.1 Rotation of pairs of axioms 2.1 Rotation of pairs of axioms
1.2 Rotation of substrings 2.2 Rotation of substrings
1.3 Join rule-pair of axioms 2.3 Join rule-pair of axioms
(a working string is obtained) (a working string is obtained)
1.4 Rotation of a working string 2.4 Rotation of a working string
1.5 Matching of the )rst splicing 2.5 Matching of the )rst splicing
site site
1.6 Marking of a splicing site 2.6 Marking of a splicing site
1.7 Wrong match rule-pair of 2.7 Wrong match rule-pair of
axioms axioms
1.8 End of matching. Ordering 2.8 End of matching. Ordering
1.9 Matching of the second 2.9 Matching of the second
splicing site splicing site
1.10 Marking of a splicing site 2.10 Marking of a splicing site
1.11 Wrong match rule-pair of 2.11 Wrong match rule-pair of
axioms axioms
1.12 End of matching. Ordering 2.12 End of matching. Ordering
1.13 Splicing 2.13 Splicing
2.14 End simulation
Fig. 1. Structure of the universal system.
Input-rules: Also splicing rules of the simulated system are translated into strings in
the universal one:
site1 site2
h2 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : t2
site1 and site2 indicate the two splicing sites in a rule. Each symbol / is represented
in the rule by its barred copy M/ to distinguish it from the symbols in the axioms.
5.1. Creation of pairs of axioms
The simulation of a double splicing begins by joining in a non deterministic way two
strings representing axioms of the simulated system. The simulation of the )rst splicing
is performed on this pair of strings and the second simulation on the result of the )rst.
h1 b : : : : : : s1t1 h1 b : : : : : : s1t1
axiom1 axiom2
· · · ⇒ h3 b : : : : : : s1 b : : : : : : s1t3
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The indications axiom1 and axiom2 will be used from now on to keep track of the two
axioms present in a pair.
If !=d, considering Lemma 7, 4 splicing rules are needed to perform the joining
(v; w and z are )xed) while, if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, considering Lemma 8, 1 splicing rule
is needed (v is )xed). Considering Corollary 2, 2 splicing rules are needed to change
state for all values of !.
5.2. Rotation of pairs of axioms
The following picture illustrates how the rightmost s1 is moved to the left and
then, with the iteration of the process, how the order of the two axioms can be inter-
changed.
axiom1 axiom2 axiom1 axiom2
h3 b : : : : : : s1 b : : : : : : s1t3 ⇒ h3s1 b : : : : : : s1 b : : : : : : t3 ⇒ · · ·
axiom2 axiom1
· · · ⇒ h3 b : : : : : : s1 b : : : : : : s1t3
If !=d, considering Lemma 1, 10 splicing rules are needed to perform rotation while,
if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, considering Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5, 20 splicing rules are needed as
in both cases E= {0; 1; 2; b; s1}.
5.3. Rotation of substrings
A substring can be rotated with respect to the logical part of the string it occupies.
In the case of a pair of axioms, each of the axioms is such a logical part and forms
a substring delimited by s1’s.
The next picture illustrates the clockwise rotation of a symbol 1 in axiom2. Now it
is possible to understand the presence of b and s1 in a pair of axioms. If both symbols
were not present it would be impossible to read the two axioms in the proper way
after rotation.
axiom1 axiom2 axiom1 axiom2
h3 b : : : : : : s1 b : : : : : : /1 s1t3 ⇒ h3 b : : : : : : s1 1b : : : : : : / s1t3
The rotation of a substring is made in a non deterministic way. Thanks to this process
and to the rotation of a pair of axioms, the representation of a pair of axioms can
have its two axioms in any possible circular permutation. This is important when an
input-rule is joined to such a string (next paragraph).
If !=d, 34 splicing rules are needed to perform the rotation of substrings while, if
!∈{p;f; gt; lt} 60. This has been computed considering Corollary 5 when E= {0; 1; 2;
b; s1}.
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5.4. Join an input-rule to a pair of axioms (a working string is obtained)
In a non-deterministic way a string representing a rule can be joined with a pair of
axioms ending with s1t3 to form a working string. It is on this kind of strings that the
simulation of a double splicing is performed.
axiom2 axiom1 site1 site2
h3 : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : s1t3 h2 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : t2
⇓
axiom2 axiom1 site1 site2
h10 : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : t10
Note that only one s1 is present in the working string, the other one has been removed
during the join operation. Axioms and splicing sites are adjacent: no separator is present
between them.
If !=d, considering Lemma 7, 7 splicing rules are needed to perform the join-
ing (v is )xed, w∈{M1; M2; M#} and z ∈{ M0; M#}) while, considering Corollary 2, 4 splicing
rules are needed to change state (v∈{1; 2; b}). If !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, considering Lemma
8, 3 splicing rules are needed to perform the joining (v is )xed and w∈{M1; M2; M#})
while, considering Corollary 2, 2 splicing rules are needed to change state (v is
)xed).
5.5. Rotation of a working string
As for a pair of axioms, a working string can be rotated too. This is important to
match splicing sites with axioms: particular groups of symbols present at the two ends
of a working string are used in order to simulate the splicing.
axiom2 axiom1 site1 site2
h10 / : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : t10
⇓
axiom2 axiom1 site1 site2
h10 : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : / t10
If !=d, 13 splicing rules are needed to perform the rotation as, considering Corollary
1, the possible pairs vw for the group of rules 1 are {(1; 0); (0; 0); (2; 0); (b; 1); (b; 2);
(s1; 1); (s1; 2); (s1; b)}, while for the group of rules 2 v∈{0; 1; 2; b; s1}. If !∈{p;f; gt;
lt}, considering Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5, 23 splicing rules are needed to perform the
rotation as v∈{0; 1; 2; b; s1}.
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5.6. Matching of the 3rst splicing site
The symbols in the rule at a splicing site are matched, one by one, with the symbols
in the axioms. Rotating a working string it is possible to move the two symbols / M/
close to the head of the string (we describe only this case, it also possible to have
M// close to the tail). In this case (showed in the next picture) the matching axiom
is rotated by one symbol (/) and the barred symbol in the splicing site is removed.
When this operation is completed the working string is ready to match the next symbols
(in the example M1 and 1, respectively).
site1 site2 axiom2 axiom1
h10 / M/ M1 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : 1 t10
⇓
site1 site2 axiom2 axiom1




axiom1 site1 site2 axiom2
h/1 : : : b : : : 1 M1 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1t/1
⇓
axiom1 site1 site2 axiom2
h10 : : : b : : : 1 M1 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 / t10
This operation is performed through di6erent steps. When a couple / M/ is present both
symbols are removed and the state of the working string is changed into /i; i=1; 2; 3; 4
(the subscript of / is used to refer to the matching that is going on: 1 or 2 for the
)rst or second match of the )rst splicing, 3 or 4 for the )rst and second match of the
second splicing).
Then the working string is rotated clockwise until s1 is present at one end. At this
point / is added on the right of s1 and the state of the string in changed back into 10.
The process of matching continues rotating the working string.
If !=d, 16 splicing rules are needed to match the )rst splicing site as, considering
Corollary 3, 6 splicing rules are needed to remove a proper match (proper matches are
{0 M0; 1M1; 2M2}), considering Lemma 1, 8 splicing rules are needed to perform the rotation
(E= {0; 1; 2; b}) and, considering Corollary 4, 2 splicing rules are needed to paste a
symbol and change state. If !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, 24 splicing rules are needed to match
the )rst splicing site as, considering Corollary 2, 6 splicing rules are needed to remove
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a proper match, considering Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5, 16 splicing rules are needed to
perform the rotation and, considering Corollary 4, 2 splicing rules are needed to paste
a symbol and change state.
5.7. Marking a splicing site
When the )rst part of the rule is matched, / M# is met on the left side of the working
string (we can also have M#/ on the right side and the process is similar to the one
described). At this point M# remains in the checked axiom to keep track of the position
where the splicing has to occur, the operation of matching goes on with the rest of
the splicing site (if present). Anyhow the M# has to be moved in respect to the checked
axiom so as to permit the continuation of the matching. This is done removing M# from
the splicing site (site1 in our example) and changing the state into #i ; i=1; 2; 3; 4 (1
or 2 for the )rst or second match of the )rst splicing, 3 or 4 for the )rst or second
match of the second splicing). Then the string is rotated clockwise until s1 is close
to the tail. At this point M# is added on the right of s1 and the state of the string is
changed back into 10. The process of matching can go on.
site1 site2 axiom2 axiom1
h10 / M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : t10
⇓
site1 site2 axiom2 axiom1




axiom1 site1 site2 axiom2
h#1 : : : b : : : : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1t#1
⇓
axiom1 site1 site2 axiom2
h10 : : : b : : : : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 M# t10
Reasoning in a similar way as for paragraph 1.5 and considering that the only pair is
(0; M#), it is possible to see that if !=d, 12 splicing rules are needed to marking a
splicing site while, if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, 20.
5.8. Wrong match rule-pair of axioms
Of course, it is also possible to have a wrong match between a rule and a pair of
axioms. This is detected by the presence of / M1 where / = 1. In this case the working
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string changes state into 11 and it cannot take part in any further splicing.
site1 site2 axiom2 axiom1
h10 / M1 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : 1 t10
⇓
site1 site2 axiom2 axiom1
h11 / M1 : : : M# : : : M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : 1 t11
Considering Corollary 1 and that the pairs indicating a wrong match are {(0; M1); (b; 0)}
the system will need 3 splicing rules to change state in case of a wrong match for all
values of !.
5.9. End of matching
Ordering: When the match between axiom1 and site1 is completed the working string
will have M$ on its extreme left (as all symbols present in the splicing site have been
removed). The operation to perform now is ordering, it means to rotate the just matched
axiom so to have the b on its extreme right (extreme left for the second match). This is
necessary for the implementation of the splicing operation (Section 5.10). The ordering
is made in a way similar to the rotation of substrings (Section 5.3).
site2 axiom2 axiom1





h10 M$ : : : M# : : : : : : b : : : s1 : : : M# : : : b t10
As for paragraph 1.2, 34 splicing rules are needed if !=d and 70 if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}
to order a working string.
The matching of the second splicing site for the )rst splicing is symmetric to the
)rst matching just described. Encountered situations are similar but mirrored: what is
present on the left for the )rst match is present on the right for the second and vice
versa, if the rotation is clockwise for the )rst match it will be anti-clockwise for the
second and vice versa.
5.10. Splicing
If the second splicing site matches the other axiom, after ordering, the working
string is ready to simulate the )rst splicing. The situation will be similar to the
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one indicated in the next picture. The splicing is simulated in a really simple way:
substituting and removing symbols: b’s are removed, s1’s are changed into b’s and
M#’s into s1’s. As indicated in the next picture this is performed through a series
of substitution of symbols with state change and rotations. The obtained string in-
dicates the result of the simulation of the )rst splicing written with the syntax
used until now: s1’s separate the two substrings and b’s indicate their
begin.
axiom2 axiom1 axiom2 axiom1
h12 b : : : M# : : : s1 : : : M# : : : b $t12 ⇒ h13b b : : : M# : : : s1 : : : M# : : : b t13 ⇒
axiom2 axiom1
⇒ h14b b : : : M# : : : s1 : : : M# : : : t14 ⇒ : : :⇒ h14 : : : b b : : : M# : : : s1 : : : M# t14 ⇒ : : :
: : :⇒ h17 : : : s1 : : : b : : : s1 : : : b bt17 ⇒ h18 : : : s1 : : : b : : : s1 : : : b t18
The process of substitution and rotation is repeated )ve times and then a )nal substitu-
tion is made. For all values of !, considering Corollary 3, 2 splicing rules are needed
to perform a substitution; for the rotation, if !=d, 6 splicing rules are needed while
if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, considering Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5, 12 splicing rules are needed
(E= {0; 1; 2} in all cases). So if !=d, 42 splicing rules are needed to simulate a
splicing, if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, 72.
This obtained string is similar to the pair of axioms created in the paragraph 1.0, so
the operations performed for the second splicing are similar to the ones for the )rst
one. Only the states of the working string will be di6erent.
5.11. End simulation
After the second splicing the two substrings are separated in two independent strings
in state 1. A double splicing has been simulated and the two resulting strings can be
involved in a new one.
h27 : : : b : : : s1 : : : b : : : s1t27 ⇒ h1 : : : b : : : s1t1 h1 : : : b : : : s1t1
If !=d, considering Lemma 7, 5 splicing rules are needed to end the simulation
(as w∈{1; 2} while all the other variables present in Lemma 7 can only have one
value), if !∈{p;f; gt; lt}, considering Lemma 8, 3 splicing rules are needed to end
the simulation (1 rule to split and 2 to change state).
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6. The direct universal system and its complexity
Theorem 1. The system u=(Vu; Tu; Au; Ru) of type EH (FIN;!FIN ) described in the
previous section is universal for the class of EHS! where != {d; p; f; gt; lt}: if the set
of axioms CA(A)∪CR(R) related to a EHS! =(V; T; A; R) of type EH (FIN;!FIN )
is included in u it will produce L(u()) so that D(L(u()))=L(), where D is the
decoding function de3ned in Section 3.
Proof. The di6erent paragraphs present in Section 5 indicate how u can simulate a
double splicing of the simulated system starting from the code of two axioms and a
rule of that system. The two strings created at the end of the simulation of a double
splicing have the same syntax used to code axioms of the simulated system. So they
can be used to simulate subsequent splicings.
If Tu= {2; 0; h1; t1; b; s1} it is possible to argue that the only terminal strings created
by u are the ones coding strings generated by the simulated system.
In Section 5 it is shown how the state of a basic string changes according to the
stage of the simulation of a double splicing. The operations used in that section are the
ones described in Section 4 which can be performed by systems in EH (FIN;!FIN )
where !∈{d; p; f; gt; lt}. It is also important to consider that according to what stated
in the observations 1 and 2 the di6erent steps of simulation represented in Fig. 1 are
primed by the pair head-symbol (or symbol-tail) present in a basic string.
Lemma 9. EH (FIN; dFIN )=EH ([1]; dFIN ).
Proof. Let us consider =(V; T; A; R)∈EH (FIN; dFIN ) where A= {/1; : : : ; /p}; p¿2.
Moreover, let z =∈V and ′=(V ∪{z}; T; A′; R∪{#z$z#}) where A′= {z/1z/2z : : : z/pz}.
Applying twice the rule #z$z# to two occurrences of the axiom, it is possible to
obtain one element of A. Repeating this process, all elements of A can be obtained so
that ′ can elaborate as .
The rule #z$z# cannot be used on elements on A as z =∈V . On the other hand if
splicing rules in R are applied to strings containing z they will not generate terminal
strings as z =∈T .
In this way, we proved H (FIN; dFIN )⊆EH ([1]; dFIN ), the other inclusion is
obvious.
For completeness we now cite some results present in [16].
Lemma 10. EH (FIN; pFIN )=EH ([1]; pFIN ).
Lemma 11. EH (FIN; fFIN )⊆EH ([1]; fFIN ).
Lemma 12. EH (FIN; glFIN )⊆EH ([1]; glFIN ).
Considering Lemmas 9–12 it is possible to reduce to one the number of axioms present
in the universal system.
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Theorem 2. For each !∈{d;p; f; gt; lt} there is a universal EHS! of type ([1]; !FIN ).
The number of splicing rules present in u is 481 if it has double splicing as control
mechanism, 816 splicing rules are present in all the other control mechanisms con-
sidered by us. Even if still big, the number of rules is smaller than the number for a
indirect universal system. If such a system is created using a universal Turing machine,
the minimal number of rules would be 222.220 (as indicated in [16, Chapter 8]).
7. Final remarks
As expected the number of rules present in a direct universal extended H system
is smaller than the ones needed by an indirect one. We hope that the result described
here stimulates possible improvements of the algorithm. For instance, it is possible to
consider to implement direct universal extended H systems using control mechanisms
di6erent from the ones presented or, for instance, it could be interesting to use circular
strings. This last consideration comes from the fact that rotation, basic operation in our
algorithm, is automatic in circular strings.
Moreover our algorithm is strongly linked to the idea of a sequential state machine:
the pairs (head, symbol) or (symbol, tail) are really close to the way of working of
Turing machines. Maybe it is possible to base a universal system on a totally di6erent
idea.
Considering that all extended H systems with a control mechanism generate the
class of RE languages it is easy to imagine how to simulate one system with an-
other one through a Turing machine. The idea to simulate splicing using splicing that
we described can be used to create direct simulations between extended H systems
with di6erent control mechanism. In this paper, for instance, the simulation of dou-
ble splicing is obtained using the other control mechanism we considered as, in the
direct universal extended H systems, double splicing is simulated using permitting and
forbidding conditions and local and global target.
It is important to notice that the universal system described in the paper can be
modi)ed in order to perform in parallel more than one computation per time. This
result, better described in [8], can be obtained giving as input to the universal system
the code of more than one system to simulate where the code of each input-axiom and
input-rule carries a tag indicating the corresponding input system. When a working
string is obtained the universal system checks if the three components present in it
have the same tag. If yes the simulation goes on, otherwise the working string changes
state and it is not more spliced. Also the terminal strings will have a tag indicating
the input system they refer to.
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